
Child Safety and Prevention Education: The Firefly Project  
 

The internet is one of the single biggest factors affecting our children and their safety in society 
today. Teen Internet usage and attitudes about safety present potential risks, but also 
opportunities for education. The Firefly Project was created because the Morgan Nick 
Foundation believes education is the key to safety. When children recognize the dangers, they 
can make good choices. Our safety and prevention education curriculum is taught to children in 
all levels of the school system, providing real world safety, internet safety skills, and abduction 
prevention education. We know that educators are on the first line of defense for students. You 
carry such an important role in our students’ lives as far as recognizing patterns of concern or 
red flags, but we also realize you are challenged with many additional tasks. Our goal was not 
to add something more but to lighten your load by providing you with everything you need at 
your fingertips for a quick and simple lesson that checks multiple boxes for you, and provides 
the critical safety education we know children need. This curriculum is written to bring the light 
of truth into a sometimes dangerous and scary world. 

 

Due to be released in August of 2021, the Firefly Project Curriculum can be accessed from the 
Morgan Nick Foundation page: https://morgannickfoundation.com/  Currently the instructional 
units are correlated to the GUIDE for Life content, but will be updated to reflect alignment to 
content area standards as well.  If you are a teacher using the curriculum and feel the content 
aligns to a particular standard that you teach, please share that information to build the 
correlations to support other teachers.  Please use this form to submit correlation or general 
feedback information about the curriculum: https://forms.gle/ZmYQazubmLBNhfYu8 

 

Genevie is Assistant Director of the Morgan Nick Foundation. She joined the team in 2014 after 
many years in Broadcasting and Education. Genevie holds a B.A. in both Mass 
Communications and Spanish. She is the office appointed IT department; she oversees all of 
the education and outreach for the foundation. Though her chief ambition is to one-day control 
the entire Internet, a perfect day for Genevie would be on a warm sunny beach, with her 
husband, children, grandchildren and a Sonic Diet Coke! 

 

UPDATE: This presentation was recorded and is available on the DESE School Safety Training 
Page under Recorded Sessions. 
https://dese.ade.arkansas.gov/Offices/communications/safety/trainings-and-supports 
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